
European Commission. DG
Health and Consumers 

EU Consumer Commissioner Meglena Kuneva was in
Oslo for the presentation of a new report on obliga-
tory airline charges for consumers. The report, which
was presented by the Norwegian Ombudsman Bjørn
Erik Thon, is the result of a year long investigation
by 11 national enforcement authorities (led by
Norway). The in-depth study found that airlines are
frequently including parts of their basic operational
costs (handling charges, fuel charges, booking fees)
into what appears to be obligatory “taxes and
charges” – this can mislead consumers and falsely
attract consumers to buying seemingly cheaper
tickets. It is also clear that the current plethora of
terminology used to describe different TFCs (taxes,
fees, and charges) makes it extremely difficult for
consumers to compare offers, and in particular to
distinguish the value of the government taxes and
airport charges they are entitled to claim as a refund
if they do not use their ticket. The study covered 281
flights, 24 leading European airlines, as well as 34
major European airports. The results of the investi-
gation will feed into the industry agreement
currently being elaborated following the EU
enforcement sweep on airline ticket selling websites
as well as into an action plan by the CPC network of
30 enforcement authorities to tackle the specific
problems identified. 

Of particular interest in the report is the section
where it discusses possible breaches of the Unfair
Commercial Practices Directive:

“The UCP Directive protects consumers’ economic
interests from unfair commercial practices. It
contains a general prohibition on unfair commercial
practices and describes two main categories of unfair
commercial practices in more detail: misleading
commercial practices and aggressive commercial
practices.

Article 5 of the Directive specifies that practices are
to be considered unfair if they are contrary to the
requirements of professional diligence and materi-
ally distort or are likely to materially distort the
economic behaviour of a consumer, i.e. preventing a
consumer from making an informed choice.

According to Article 6 an action is misleading, when
it contains false information or in any way deceives
or is likely to deceive the average consumer in
relation to a number of elements, including the
price or the manner in which the price is calculated,
or the existence of a specific price advantage, cf.
Article 6 (1) (d).

Article 7 provides that omissions should be regarded
as misleading when they do not provide material
information that the average consumer needs to
make a purchase decision or if a trader provides the
information in an unclear and ambiguous way.
Moreover, Article 7(4) (c) stipulates that in the case
of an invitation to purchase the price of the product
or service inclusive of taxes must be provided.

A commercial practice is only misleading if the
action or omission cause a consumer to take a
transactional decision that he/she would not have
taken otherwise, cf. Article 6 (1) and 7 (1).
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Implications for airlines 

According to the UCP Directive, failure to provide
consumers with clear, appropriate and complete
information relating to the price and any other cost
associated with the provision of a service may
constitute an unfair practice. Under the Directive,
airlines must provide consumers with the informa-
tion they need in a timely and clear manner in order
to make an informed choice. This information
includes prices and all unavoidable taxes, fees,
charges and surcharges.

In line with Article 6 of the UCP Directive and
particularly point (1)(d), which refers to the presen-
tation of the price of the product or service or the
manner in which it is calculated, the following
actions can be regarded as misleading:

1. incorrect calculation of fees and taxes in the
price of the flight ticket; 

2. presenting costs which are contributing to the air
carriers’ general income as taxes and fees
imposed by other bodies.

According to Article 7 of the Directive the following
actions by airlines can be regarded as misleading
omissions:

1. the final price of the flight ticket does not
include all the unavoidable taxes, charges and
fees which are to be paid by the consumer (e.g.
booking fee or fuel surcharge); 

2. no clear and easily accessible information on the
refundability of charges, fees and taxes, cf.
article 7(2). 

In conclusion, according to European law, clear
information about the final price of a service should
be provided from the beginning of the reservation
process. All taxes and fees should be correctly
named so as not to mislead the consumer by imply-
ing that charges imposed by the airline are in fact
imposed by other bodies (e.g. airports or govern-
ments). It is also a requirement that all fees should
be correctly calculated.

Finally, the airline should make it clear which costs
will be reimbursed in case of the non-use of a flight
ticket.”

For more information, see:
http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/enforcement/docs/

airline_charges_report.pdf
(3 November, 2009)

European Commission. Collective
Redress: Responses to the
Consultation

Group actions are not unknown in the travel indus-
try. A number of tour operators have been sued by
groups of consumers affected by large outbreaks of
food poisoning at resort hotels. There was also the
DVT group action against British Airways. At a
European level the Commission has been canvassing
opinion on how consumers can best progress their
claims if large numbers are involved. Thus in 2008
the Commission adopted a Green Paper on
Consumer Collective Redress. Following the publica-
tion of the Green Paper a consultation document
was published and interested parties asked to
respond (http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/
redress_cons/docs/consultation_paper2009.pdf).

The consultation paper set out 5 options: 

• Option 1: No action (baseline scenario)

• Option 2: Developing self-regulation

• Option 3: Non-binding setting up of collective
ADR schemes and judicial collective redress
schemes in combination with additional powers
under the Consumer Protection Cooperation
Regulation

• Option 4: Binding setting up of collective ADR
schemes and judicial collective redress schemes
with benchmarks in combination with additional
powers under the Consumer Protection
Cooperation Regulation.

• Option 5: An EU-wide judicial collective redress
mechanism including collective ADR
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Below are a selection of responses from travel indus-
try related bodies.

TUI Travel Plc

“The specificity of Package Travel

1.1. Package Travel is already very well regulated in
the EU by the Package Travel Directive (90/314/EEC)
and by other directives and regulations like the
Denied Boarding Regulation (261/2004), the
Directive related to Passengers with Reduced
Mobility (1107/2006), etc. The protection of the
consumer will still improve after the (probable)
revision of the Package Travel Directive that is under
study at the moment.

1.2. Each Package Travel is regulated, at one hand by
the Package Travel Directive, and on the other hand
by the specific clauses mentioned in the contract of
travel organisation that binds the tour operator and
the consumer

1.3. According to the Package Travel Directive, each
complaint, for lack of services or failures, has to be
compensated according to the real damage suffered
by the consumer concerned. The damage is evalu-
ated based on the national laws, the international
regulations and conventions, the specific clauses of
the contract of travel organization and the reason-
able expectation that the consumer may have
regarding his holiday. As an example: claims regard-
ing a resort, described in the program of the tour
operator as being very well equipped for children,
will be compensated for families that actually travel
with children but not for those who travel only with
adults.

1.4. Tour Operators’ Customer Service Departments
are very well organized to respond, within reason-
ably short periods of time, to any complaint filed by
a consumer, offering, if the consumer suffered
damage, appropriate compensation. The vast major-
ity of the complaints received are solved, at the
satisfaction of the consumers, in an amicable
process without having to be dealt with by any
ADR-body or Court.

2. Cross border and Package Travel

2.1. Many consumers book a Package Travel in their
home country but cross the border to take their
means of transportation (e.g. airplane). The Package
Travel Directive has been transposed into national
laws of the Member States in many different ways
creating a variety of protection levels across the EU.
This situation means that it is impossible to group
complaints of consumers originated from different
Member States since applicable law to the contract
of travel organization will be different case by case.

2.2. If one single Court of Justice (or body of ADR)
would have to treat a collective complaint regarding
Package Travel, it will have to take into account the
specific national laws, and the contract clauses, in
order to take the right decision for each consumer.
This would actually mean that each complaint will
be treated as if it was an individual complaint and
that the collective complaint will offer no advan-
tage at all.

3. Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

3.1. Well functioning ADR systems exist already in
many Member States making resolution of disputes
faster and cheaper for the benefit of both consumer
and industry.

3.2. TUI Travel PLC is in favour of extending ADR, for
individual files, across the EU, but only so long as
such systems of ADR genuinely offer benefits to
consumers and to business i.e. improved access to
justice, more speedy resolution of disputes and a low
cost model.

3.3. Further, any system of ADR or collective redress
that is proposed should have equitable and reason-
able costs and costs capping provisions such that
the costs associated with bringing and defending
actions are directly proportionate to the level of loss
and damage suffered.

3.4. TUI Travel PLC is not in favour of introducing
obligatory collective ADR for the reasons mentioned
in points 1 and 2 above.

4. Preferred option

The preferred option, as mentioned in the consulta-
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tion paper, is either option nr 1 “No Action –
baseline scenario” or option nr 2 “Developing self-
regulation”. In the event that option nr 2 were the
preferred outcome, TUI Travel would be keen to
work with the relevant authorities in the develop-
ment of such voluntary schemes.

5. Conclusion

Given the arguments above, TUI Travel PLC asks the
Commission:

(a) Not to implement any form of obligatory
Collective Redress scheme with regard to Package
Travel.

(b) Not to allow any form of opt-out mechanism
where consumers would be automatically
involved in a collective redress procedure without
being aware of it.

(c) To maintain the loser pays principle in order to
avoid unmeritorious claims.”

ECTAA 

“ECTAA, the Group of European Travel Agents and
Tour Operators’ Associations, counts among its
membership the national associations of travel
agents and tour operators of 25 Member States, of
Croatia, Turkey, Norway and Switzerland. ECTAA is
registered in the Commission’s Register for Interest
Representatives under the ID number 88072891086-
36.

Since our Members provide their services to
consumers, they are interested in the current work
of the European Commission on a possible introduc-
tion of a consumer collective redress mechanism.
Therefore, we thank the European Commission for
giving once again the opportunity to stakeholders to
express their views on its Consultation Paper for
discussion on the follow up to the green paper on
consumer collective redress.

As a preliminary comment, ECTAA would like to
express its concerns regarding some of the state-
ments of the Commission’s consultation document.
On page 3, under point 1.1.2., the European
Commission indicates that “More and more illegal

acts such as overcharging of billing or the lack to
provide pre-contractual information become
common in the services sector”. We believe that this
statement is too general and may prove inaccurate
as each sector in the service industry is subject to
different obligations. In addition, sometimes, legal
obligations are interpreted in a very broad way,
which generates requirements actually going
beyond the law, to the detriment of service
providers.

On the same page, under point 1.1.4., the European
Commission provides examples of mass claims,
where the number of claimants is relatively high, i.e.
400,000, 163,000 and 3 million. In comparison with
these examples, the threshold of 10 litigants to
launch a procedure that is considered in option 5
(EU-wide judicial collective mechanism) is surpris-
ingly low. Also, ECTAA would like to once again
reiterate the comment that we already made in our
submission of 26 February 2009 on the Green Paper
on collective redress, concerning the wrong confu-
sion that is made between package travel services
and other travel and tourism services. Indeed, in
point 20 of the consultation, the European
Commission mentions that “transport, package
travel and tourism are sectors where consumers are
increasingly likely to engage in cross-border activi-
ties and where the number of mass claims is also
likely to increase”. However, the examples used to
illustrate this statement do not at all refer to
package travel. Indeed, the first example refers to
bogus holiday clubs, which should not be assimi-
lated to package travel. Both are subject to two
different legislations. Holiday clubs are regulated by
Directive 2008/122 on the protection of consumers
in respect of certain aspects of timeshare, long term
holiday products, resale and exchange contracts.
Package travel is regulated by Directive 90/314 on
package travel, package holidays and package tours. 

Likewise, the second example is not related to
package travel, as it concerns a potential action
against an airline for cancellations and delays,
which are regulated by Regulation 261/2004 on
denied boarding, cancellation and long delays of
flights. The third example refers to investment
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products, which are again absolutely not related to
package travel.

Therefore, as we already mentioned in our submis-
sion on the Green Paper on collective redress, we
request that the European Commission stops
mentioning package travel as a specific potential
sector for mass claim, since there are no reliable
data or example establishing such a statement.

In respect of the 5 policy options that the European
Commission is proposing, ECTAA can only support
the status quo proposed under option 1, for various
reasons:

• The need to take action at EU level, in accor-
dance with the principle of subsidiarity, is not
sufficiently established. Indeed, according to the
main report of the study of 26 August 2008 on
the evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency
of collective redress mechanisms in the EU (see in
particular page 46), over a period of 10 years, a
total of 326 consumer-relevant collective redress
cases were brought in 10 Member States out of
the 13 that have established a collective redress
mechanism. Out of these 326 cases, only about
10 % involved at least some cross-border aspects.
Considering that this only represents 0.32 cross-
border case per Member State per year, ECTAA
believes that this figure does not establish that
there is a need to act at Community level in the
field of consumer collective redress.

• ECTAA further notes that there are in general no
concrete data on the proportion of cases and
complaints that are specifically collective,
whether at cross-border or national level. The
figures that are mentioned in point 17 of the
consultation document are not relevant in this
respect. They only provide information on
complaints in general, without specifically
identifying collective claims.

• At European level, mechanisms facilitating
individual redress for consumers have been
recently adopted, such as Directive 2008/52 on
mediation in civil and commercial matters,
Regulation 861/2007 on a European Small Claims
Procedure and Regulation 1896/2006 establish-

ing an EU order for payment procedure. Before
implementing any new measures, which neces-
sarily represent additional costs to businesses but
also to society in general, the contribution of
these new legislations to the ability of consumers
to obtain redress should be primarily assessed.

• Concerning domestic contracts, each Member
State should remain free to decide which type of
redress instrument it wishes to put at the
disposal of consumers. Indeed, in some Member
States, ADR mechanisms have been more effec-
tive than judicial redress mechanisms, while the
contrary occurred in other Member States.

• It is impossible to determine what will be the
costs of options 2, 3, 4 and 5 but there is no
doubt that most of them will entail increased
costs for businesses, notably in terms of internal
organisation, compliance, legal consulting and
legal representation in courts. In the current
legal framework, ECTAA believes that the costs
incurred by businesses to manage consumer
complaints remain acceptable and that this
should be maintained.

• Organisations of consumers claim that so far,
when national collective redress procedures were
used, it did not lead to the bankruptcy of the
undertaking against which the procedure was
initiated. However, this argument is not relevant
in the present case since it does not relate to the
various procedures proposed in the Commission’s
consultation paper and in particular in options 4
and 5.

• Under the other options proposed by the
European Commission, various fundamental legal
principles could be put at stake. This is notably
the case of the principle that only the person
who suffered the damage is allowed to deter-
mine whether it wants to start legal action or
not. This right cannot be exercised by a third
person, whether it is a natural person or an inter-
est group. Any opt-out procedure would go
against that principle. Another fundamental
principle is that compensation must be strictly
limited to the actual damage. Applying punitive
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damages would thus infringe that principle. In
addition, the beneficiary of the compensation
must only be the person who suffered the
damage or his legal successor. Also, the principle
that compensation is only due when there is a
fault, unless national legislation provides for
strict liability, must be strictly respected.

• Finally, collective redress mechanisms will be very
difficult to implement in the current legal
environment, where consumer protection
Directives, which are mostly minimum harmoni-
sation Directives, have been implemented
differently in the Member States. It would not be
acceptable that a business that complies with the
consumer legislation of its Member State of
establishment could potentially be subject to a
collective claim in another Member State, where
it could be found non compliant with the legisla-
tion of that Member State. This is linked with the
lack of rules on jurisdiction and on conflict of
law in the field of collective redress, which
generates much legal uncertainty.

• In this respect, ECTAA is concerned that under
option 5, the European Commission is consider-
ing applying different jurisdiction and conflict of
law rules to the proposed collective test case
procedure and to the individual follow-up proce-
dures that they would undertake in the Member
State of residence as a second step to obtain
compensation on the basis of the test case. Such
as an approach may not be coherent and may
generate legal uncertainty.”

IACA

“Introduction

On behalf of its 34 airline members serving the
leisure industry, the International Air Carrier
Association (IACA) welcomes the opportunity to
comment on the European Commission’s consulta-
tion Paper on ‘Consumer Collective Redress’ and
respectfully wishes to submit the following
comments.

Background

IACA members operate over 800 state-of-the-art,
environmentally efficient aircraft and directly
employ more than 50,000 people. Each year IACA
airlines transport over 100 million passengers to 650
holiday destinations worldwide.

IACA’s Comments

IACA trusts that the European Commission is taking
into account that airline companies operate in a
tough competitive environment. Any problem in the
provision of air transport may result in a lost
passenger and, therefore, a future sale for an airline.
As a result, airlines will do whatever is necessary to
keep their clients satisfied. In order to deal with
customer problems, many airlines have established
customer relations management departments.
Whilst the airline sector is liberalized, it is also
heavily regulated. Multiple European rules set out
passenger rights in the field of advertising, contract
terms, pricing, disruptions in travel (cancellations,
long delays, denied boarding), transportation of
people with reduced mobility, the sale of package
travel, … etc. This litany of regulations has made
airline passengers the best protected consumers
compared to other sectors. Therefore, IACA seriously
questions the need for another EU initiative in the
form of “collective redress”, as the case for an
additional protection level is not sufficiently justi-
fied.

Furthermore, IACA considers that any “collective
redress” mechanism would impose additional costs
on airlines, which in the current economic crisis are
totally unaffordable. IACA’s airline members
typically transport tourists, who pay their travel
expenses out of their own pockets. As the crisis has
hit the entire economy, people have less money to
spend on their holiday travel. Consequently, airlines
are having to fight even harder to keep their
customers travelling with them. An additional cost
for a “collective redress” mechanism would be
inappropriate in this context.

IACA concludes that for the above reasons, there is
no need for an initiative at EU level to set up a
“collective redress” system for airline passengers.”
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BEUC

“In 2000, our German member VZBV brought an
injunction against a couple of tour operators on the
basis of the legislation on unfair contract terms. In
particular, the tour operators asked consumers who
had booked a trip to pay an additional price due to
the increase in fuel costs. Such term, giving the tour
operator the possibility to unilaterally impose
additional costs, was recognised unfair by the judge.
However, despite the successful injunction claim,
consumers could not get reimbursed automatically
but had engaged into individual litigation to
enforce their rights. In May 2009, 3 consumer
organisations from different Member States (Test-
Achats – Belgium, DECO – Portugal and UFC Que
Choisir- France) launched coordinated injunctions
claims against major airlines companies for breach
of the unfair contract terms legislation. Should the
court consider these terms unfair, collective redress
should be available to consumers in order to get
compensation for the detriment they have suffered
as a result of the use of unfair terms in contracts.”

(Source: DG Health and Consumers
http://ec.europa.eu/consumers/redress_cons/collec-
tive_redress_en.htm#Green. Last visited November

11, 2009)

European Commission. 
DG Health and Consumers

The European Commission is to launch a review of
the Package Holiday Directive this autumn.
Announcing the continent-wide review in Galway,
Ireland, the European commissioner for consumer
affairs, Meglena Kuneva, said the legislation is out
of date having been created and implemented in the
1990s.

Under the current regulation, package holidays
enjoy full protection should one of the suppliers fail.
However, consumers who are booking dynamic
packages or making their own arrangements do not
receive the same level of protection.

The commissioner’s spokeswoman said: “We will
have a big launch in October or November of the
review of the Package Holiday Directive, which is
out of date. The directive dates back to the 1990s
when (thanks to the number of package holidays
sold) it covered something like 90% of passengers
on leisure flights. Now, more than 50% of people are
booking dynamic packages and making independent
travel arrangements and the package holiday
companies are telling us they are being penalised by
the changes.

The spokeswoman added it was too early to say
whether the review would look at widening the
current regulations to bring more travel companies
in line, or whether the regulations would be
loosened for those currently required to comply
with them.

Association of Independent Tour Operators council
member Noel Josephides said: “It seems at last we
have a consumer affairs commissioner in Brussels
who is actually paying attention to what AITO has
campaigned about on behalf of consumers for many
years. AITO specialist holiday companies already
offer 100% financial protection to consumers and it
is only right that consumers should have both clarity
and peace of mind when they book a holiday as
Kuneva points out. It’s very encouraging indeed to
see that Kuneva seems to understand how the travel
industry has evolved over the decades and the fact
that legislation has not kept pace. Let’s hope that
the traditional red tape often involved in such
revision of legislation doesn’t get in the way of
some firm, and importantly speed, action on behalf
of European consumers. If hotel and other accom-
modation standards, on fire and general safety in
particular, could also be evened out across the EU,
that too would be a huge and very positive step –
for mankind and operators alike.”

AITO chairman Derek Moore added: “We warmly
welcome the comments of the commissioner and
while this is a very positive step, obviously the devil
will be in the details. We also hope that the forth-
coming CAA consultation paper on widening the
ATOL system will provide the impetus for the indus-
try to act quickly.”
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An ABTA spokeswoman said: “We welcome the
commission’s recognition that there are areas that
need to change and support the view that the initial
area that needs careful consideration is the scope of
protection. We believe there should be a clear,
consistent approach to regulation applying to all
sellers of similar product, and will work with the
commission to address the potential changes.”

(Source: Travel Weekly 28 August, 2009)

Foreign and Commonwealth
Office: Launch of British Hajj
delegation 2009

The FCO has hosted a reception to mark the launch
of the British Hajj delegation, which travels to
Mecca as part of their support for British nationals
abroad.

Every year the Foreign Office sends a delegation to
provide medical and consular support to British
national performing the annual Hajj pilgrimage. The
Foreign Secretary launched this year’s delegation on
27 October along with HRH Prince Mohammed bin
Nawaf (Ambassador of Saudi Arabia to the UK), Lord
Patel of Blackburn (Head of Delegation) and Dr Syed
Mohiud-din (Chief Doctor).

The British Hajj Delegation (BHD) has been function-
ing for over ten years and has been led by Lord Patel
of Blackburn for the last nine of those. The delega-
tion includes a Chief Medical Advisor (CMA), seven
other Doctors (including one female Doctor), and
three FCO Consular officers. The delegation is based
in Makkah and provides clinical services for around
3 weeks. Last year there were approximately 23,000
British pilgrims performing Hajj and over 3,000 of
them were supported by the delegation.

The delegation left for Jeddah on 11 November and
is due to return on 5 December. The medical clinic
giving basic treatment to British pilgrims will
operate in Makkah before the pilgrimage and for a
few days after it. Serious illnesses will be referred to
Saudi hospitals, which provide free treatment during
the Hajj.

(Source: FCO 27 October, 2009

AUC

The Air Transport Users Council (AUC) has published
a report on the pitfalls of buying air tickets online.
This report updates the Council’s previous report on
the issue in June 2008. The AUC receives many
complaints from passengers who have been left out
of pocket because they have made a mistake while
booking a ticket or because there has been a glitch
in the airline’s reservation system.

In its previous report the AUC called for airlines to
introduce a cooling off period in which passengers
could change a reservation or get a refund within 24
hours of making a booking. A number of airlines
have since introduced a “24 hour rule”. It now looks
to other airlines to follow their lead.

They provided examples of the kind of mistake by
passengers that airlines had refused to rectify
without charge:

A passenger was booked as part of a group on a
cricket tour to Austria on British Airways. His ticket,
like those of his fellow travellers, was booked by one
representative of the tour party on his behalf. The
passenger is known as “Harry” to family and friends
but his name on his passport is “Henry”.
Unfortunately the person making the booking
assumed that “Harry” was short for “Harold” and
booked his ticket under this name. When the passen-
ger attempted to amend the ticket, British Airways
refused and made him buy a new ticket at the
current price of £680, compared to £152 when his
ticket was originally purchased. His ticket ended up
costing £802 (£680 + £152, less a refund of £30 for
taxes, fees and charges on the original ticket). 

A passenger mistakenly entered his second name as
his surname on his reservation with Ryanair. He
noticed immediately the booking was confirmed and
rang Ryanair to advise them of the mistake. It
refused to amend the booking and the passenger had
to purchase a new ticket for another £75. 

A passenger inadvertently booked a ticket on Thomas
Cook Airlines for himself under his middle name (by
which he had been known all his life) and not his
first name. Unfortunately he did not notice until he
was refused check-in at the airport. Despite having
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his passport as proof of his identity and three fellow
travellers who could vouch for him, he had to pay
£195 to have his ticket amended. 

A passenger booked a ticket on bmibaby for himself
and for a friend. When he had completed the
booking, the confirmation showed the same name
for both reservations, despite the passenger being
sure he had entered the names correctly. He immedi-
ately called bmibaby but was told he would have pay
£100 to change the reservation, £14 more than the
cost of the ticket. He ended up paying another £105,
£5 of which was another credit card fee.

In recent weeks, the AUC surveyed the current
policies of selected airlines towards consumers who
make errors booking tickets online. The table below
lists the policies of selected airlines. It includes all
major UK carriers and many major international
carriers. It is based on browsing information for
passengers on airlines’ websites (it is possible that
information might change or that references to
booking errors are not obvious).

The survey showed that there appears no obvious
trend for full service carriers to be more likely to
include a cooling off period than no-frills airlines;
easyJet, Jet2 and Flybe all include a 24-hour rule.
But so do Virgin and BMI. And BA has told the AUC
that it has an internal policy to refund passenger
within 24 hours if a mistake has been made. It might
be that those airlines that have a cooling off period
are those that have most embraced new technology
and altered their policies to take into account the
changes to booking methods. It is also worth noting
that the US airlines included in our survey all had a
24-hour rule as one of a number of “customer
commitments”. Airline members of the US Air
Transport Association signed up to a number of
voluntary commitments to passenger service in
1999. One of these commitments was to allow
consumers to get a refund for a telephone booking
within 24 hours of making the booking.

The report is available at
www.auc.org.uk/docs/306/Buying%20air%20ticket%

20online.pdf 
(Source: AUC. 15 September, 2009)
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Airline 24 hour rule? 

Aer Lingus No 24-hour rule but commitment to refund duplicate bookings 
Air India No reference to rule on website 
British Airways 24-hour rule as internal policy 
BMI 24-hour rule under “service commitments” 
bmibaby No reference to rule on website 
Continental Airlines 24-hour rule under “service commitment” 
Delta Airlines 24-hour rule under “service commitment” 
easyJet 24-hour rule under “carrier regulations” 
Emirates Airlines No reference to rule on website 
Flybe 24-hour rule at “airline’s discretion” under terms and conditions 
Jet2 24 hour rule at “airline’s discretion” under terms and conditions for £40 administration fee 
KLM 24 hour rule for telephone bookings 
Lufthansa 24 hour rule for telephone bookings 
Monarch Airlines No reference to rule on website 
Ryanair No reference to rule on website 
Singapore Airlines No reference to rule on website 
Thomas Cook No reference to rule on website 
Thomson Airways No reference to rule on website 
United Airlines 24 hour rule under “service commitment” 
Virgin Atlantic 24-hour rule under “Customer charter” for administration fee of £30 



CAA

The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) has published
results from the 2008 Air Passenger Survey, which
questioned over two hundred thousand departing
air passengers about their travel patterns at the five
London airports (Heathrow, Gatwick, Stansted, Luton
and London City) as well as at Bristol, Cardiff, Exeter
and Manchester airports. The survey shows:

• Average passenger income has dropped since
2007

• Heathrow sees a lower proportion of business
travellers than 2007

• Holidays from Gatwick and Stansted are shorter

For almost every airport surveyed in both 2007 and
2008, for both business and leisure travellers, annual
passenger income has dropped (only leisure passen-
gers at Luton and Manchester recorded small rises).
This is most pronounced for leisure passengers at
Stansted and business passengers at Heathrow,
whose average household income dropped by over
£4,000 and £4,700 a year respectively.

London City was the only airport surveyed where
business passengers, at 56 per cent, were in the
majority. This compared with 34 per cent at
Heathrow, an airport which saw 1.2m fewer business
passengers in 2008 than 2007. Only 20 per cent of
passengers were travelling on business at Exeter and
19 per cent at Manchester, which was down one per
cent on 2007. Both Luton and Stansted showed a
growth in the proportion of business passengers of
around one per cent at each airport.

Business passengers using London City had the
highest average individual incomes at £89,000,
compared with £78,000 at Heathrow and £68,000 at
Luton. Business passengers at Exeter, Cardiff and
Bristol had average individual incomes of £56,000,
£55,000 and £54,000 respectively.

Bristol attracted the largest proportion of leisure
passengers at 86 per cent, compared with 85 per
cent at Cardiff, 83 per cent at Gatwick and 81 per
cent at both Luton and Stansted.

The total household income of leisure passengers at
Bristol was around £44,000 per annum, similar to
that recorded at Manchester, but considerably less
than the £79,000 recorded at London City. 

Passengers travelling to visit friends and relatives
made up 46 per cent of Stansted’s total in 2008 and
44 per cent of Luton’s. At Bristol the proportion was
35 per cent, at Heathrow 34 per cent, and at Exeter
30 per cent.

The highest recorded proportion of women passen-
gers terminating was 50 per cent at Luton Airport,
followed by Manchester and Stansted both at 48 per
cent. Bristol and Cardiff both recorded 45 per cent
whilst London City had the lowest proportion at 40
per cent.

Public transport usage was significantly higher at
the London airports: London City (50 per cent),
Stansted (47 per cent), Heathrow (38 per cent),
Gatwick (36 per cent) and Luton (34 percent) than
the regional airports: Bristol (16 per cent),
Manchester (10 per cent), Cardiff (nine per cent) and
Exeter (three per cent).

(Source: CAA 19 October, 2009)

UK European Consumer Centre

Discount holiday clubs have topped the charts for
the highest number of consumer complaints for UK
consumers within Europe.

The UK European Consumer Centre’s (ECC) first full
year of complaint figures – released during National
Consumer Week (14–18 September 2009) – show
that complaints about timeshare and related/similar
products (which includes discount holiday clubs,
timeshares and the resale of both) accounted for
just over 38% of all complaints received in 2008.

Jed Mayatt, UK European Consumer Centre
Manager, said: “Consumers are often at their most
vulnerable during recessions and whilst on holiday
and they are drawn in by cheap offers and falsely
attractive promotions which they would normally be
suspicious of. If they are on holiday, they are more
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relaxed and their guard can be down. Difficulties
can then seem to be multiplied when consumers
make a purchase abroad.”

In addition to the high percentage of complaints
related to timeshare and related/similar products
there was also a high number of enquires and
requests for further information from UK
consumers, over 20% of these were related to
timeshare and related/similar products.

There were more than 300 complaints about
timeshare and related/similar products in 2008,
covering all nature of complaints about holiday
clubs and timeshares, including scams. The area
most hit for discount holiday club complaints is
Spain (including the Canary Islands) with an increase
in this type of complaint about Malta and Cyprus.
Other countries are also affected.

He added: “A typical example would be that
consumers are approached by a tout whilst they are
already on holiday – they are subjected to pressure
selling and end up paying a vast deposit. They often
attempt to cancel within a day or two and this is
refused. Many hundreds of people get caught in this
way and it’s a big problem for us. When we look at
our figures from June 2008 to June 2009, discount
holiday clubs accounted for over 900 of all our
contacts from UK consumers. Holiday clubs are not
covered by the Timeshare Directive (EU directive
94/47), neither are timeshare contracts for under
three years. Our general advice is never to sign a
contract straight away without allowing ample
opportunity to check it over – which most genuine
companies will allow – and always seek independent
advice.

“Sometimes it is older consumers who are targeted
for particular types of purchases – such as
timeshares and holiday clubs – they are perceived by
many to be more financially stable than some young
people. Older people can also appear to be more
trusting than younger consumers, who we feel
sometimes ask more searching questions about
purchases.”

The UK ECC, which is leading the way in Europe for
receiving the largest number of consumer enquiries,

handled more than 8,000 cases in 2008 (complaints
and information requests), topping the number
dealt with by Italy (just under 8,000), Germany (just
under 6,000) and Austria (just over 5,500).

A copy of the UK ECC Annual Report 2008 can be
found at: http://www.ukecc.net/sub.asp?id=186

(Source: UK ECC. 21 September, 2009)

ABTA Rule Change on Bed Banks

ABTA members have voted to change ABTA member-
ship rules to require all members who take bookings
from consumers through third parties to accept
responsibility for the monies taken by those third
parties for the bookings even if the monies are
never received from the third party.

This change was proposed following the failure of
bedbanks to honour bookings taken by Freedom
Direct after the travel agent failed without paying
over significant amounts of pipeline monies.

ABTA considers that this change reinforces general
agency law principles and will be raising the issue
with the Office of Fair Trading to ensure that a
consistent approach is taken by both ABTA members
and those bedbanks who trade outside of ABTA.

The full wording of the Article change is:

Article 9 (8)

a) Every Member who Distributes, in his own name
or on behalf of another or others, Travel
Arrangements to Consumers shall be deemed to
have taken possession of any monies paid by any
Consumer for those Travel Arrangements to any
person through whom those Travel Arrangements
are Distributed and shall accept responsibility for
such monies as if such Member had in fact taken
possession of such monies.

b) Every Member who Distributes in his own name
or on behalf of another or others Travel
Arrangements to Consumers shall ensure that
such Travel Arrangements are provided to such
Consumers in accordance with the booking made
notwithstanding the fact that such Member may
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not have received any monies from any person
through whom such Travel Arrangements are
distributed and to whom such Consumers have
paid such monies as are due in respect of the
booking made.

“Distribute” shall mean: 

offer, sell or otherwise facilitate the provision of
Travel Arrangements to Consumers whether as
Principal, Agent or in any other capacity. For the
avoidance of doubt, a Member shall not be deemed
to Distribute Travel Arrangements to Consumers
where such Member is supplying Travel
Arrangements to another person who sells them on
to Consumers in his own name.

“Consumer” shall mean: 

the consumer or end-user of Travel Arrangements.

Bed Banks Leave ABTA

Thomas Cook UK and Ireland’s two bed banks
hotels4u.com and medhotels.com are the first to
leave ABTA following the decision to force them to
adopt liability for bookings.

Sales and marketing director Teresa Walsh said
Hotels4u, which owns hotels4u.com and
medhotels.com, is no longer a member of the
association.

The move comes following a recent vote by the
association’s members to enforce all bed banks with
ABTA membership to accept liability for customers
bookings should an agency fail.

Walsh said: “We can confirm that Hotels4u has
resigned from ABTA with immediate effect. We feel
that ABTA membership is now incompatible with our
current trading model.”

Thomas Cook Group director of government and
external affairs Andy Cooper said: “The Thomas Cook
UK & Ireland business remains 100 per cent commit-
ted to remaining an ABTA member, providing it
continues to offer good value to its members.”

ABTA chief executive, Mark Tanzer, said: “We are
disappointed that Hotels4u has felt it necessary to
take this step. The resolution, which was
overwhelmingly supported by ABTA members,
restates a fundamental principle of agency law, in
that any company, agent or principal, that sells via
an agent is deemed to have taken receipt of the
customer’s money at the point of sale. We do not
believe that the step we have taken is prejudicial to
any particular business model. It demonstrates the
board’s commitment to consumer protection, and
recognises the value of the ABTA brand in maintain-
ing consumer confidence.”

(Source: Travel Weekly 30 October, 2009)

Department of Transportation.
Airline Performance

Flights operated by the nation’s largest airlines
arrived on time at a higher rate this past September
than in either September of last year or in August
2009, according to the Air Travel Consumer Report
released today by the US Department of
Transportation (DOT).

According to information filed with the Bureau of
Transportation Statistics (BTS), a part of DOT’s
Research and Innovative Technology Administration
(RITA), the 19 carriers reporting on-time perform-
ance recorded an overall on-time arrival rate of 86.2
percent in September, higher than both September
2008’s 84.9 percent and August 2009’s 79.7 percent.

The monthly report also includes data on lengthy
tarmac delays, flight cancellations and the causes of
flight delays by the reporting carriers, as well as
information on reports of mishandled baggage filed
with the carriers, airline bumping and consumer
service, disability and discrimination complaints
received by DOT’s Aviation Consumer Protection
Division. This report also includes reports of
incidents involving pets travelling by air, as required
to be filed by US carriers.
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Cancellations

The consumer report includes BTS data on the
number of domestic flights cancelled by the report-
ing carriers. In September, the carriers cancelled 0.6
percent of their scheduled domestic flights, a lower
rate than both the 1.8 percent cancellation rate of
September 2008 and the 1.0 percent rate posted in
August 2009. 

Tarmac Delays

In September, the carriers filing on-time perform-
ance data reported that .0001 percent of their
scheduled flights had tarmac delays of three hours
or more, down from .012 percent in August. There
were two flights with tarmac delays of four hours or
more in September. 

Causes of Flight Delays

In September, the carriers filing on-time perform-
ance data reported that 4.92 percent of their flights
were delayed by aviation system delays, compared
to 6.43 percent in August; 3.88 percent by late-
arriving aircraft, compared to 6.45 percent in
August; 3.89 percent by factors within the airline’s
control, such as maintenance or crew problems,
compared to 5.46 percent in July; 0.37 percent by
extreme weather, compared to 0.69 percent in
August; and 0.02 percent for security reasons,
compared to 0.05 percent in August. Weather is a
factor in both the extreme-weather category and
the aviation-system category. This includes delays
due to the re-routing of flights by DOT’s Federal
Aviation Administration in consultation with the
carriers involved. Weather is also a factor in delays
attributed to late-arriving aircraft, although airlines
do not report specific causes in that category.

Data collected by BTS also shows the percentage of
late flights delayed by weather, including those
reported in either the category of extreme weather
or included in National Aviation System delays. In
September, 34.59 percent of late flights were
delayed by weather, down 6.69 percent from
September 2008, when 37.07 percent of late flights
were delayed by weather, and down 11.92 percent
from August when 39.27 percent of late flights were
delayed by weather.

Detailed information on flight delays and their
causes is available on the BTS site at
http://www.bts.gov.

Mishandled Baggage

The US carriers reporting flight delays and mishan-
dled baggage data posted a mishandled baggage
rate of 3.01 reports per 1,000 passengers in
September, an improvement over both September
2008’s rate of 3.86 and August 2009’s 4.04 rate. For
the first nine months of this year, the carriers posted
a mishandled baggage rate of 3.94 per 1,000
passengers, down from the 5.42 rate posted during
January-September 2008. 

Bumping

The report also includes reports of involuntary
denied boarding, or bumping, for the third quarter
and first nine months of this year from U.S. carriers
who also report flight delay information. These
carriers posted a bumping rate of 0.98 per 10,000
passengers for the quarter, down from the 1.03 rate
for the third quarter of 2008. For the first nine
months of this year, the carriers had a bumping rate
of 1.22 per 10,000 passengers, up from the rate of
1.12 rate posted during the first nine months of
2008.

Incidents Involving Pets 

In September, carriers reported four incidents
involving the loss, death or injury of pets while
travelling by air, up from both the zero reports filed
in September 2008 and three in August 2009. All of
September’s incidents involved pet deaths. 

Complaints About Airline Service

In September, the Department received 604
complaints about airline service from consumers,
down 11.6 percent from the 683 complaints filed in
September 2008 and 32.0 percent fewer than the
total of 888 received in August 2009. For the first
nine months of this year the Department received
6,675 complaints, 24.0 percent fewer than the 8,784
complaints filed during January-September 2008. 
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Complaints About Treatment of Disabled
Passengers

The report also contains a tabulation of complaints
filed with DOT in September against airlines regard-
ing the treatment of passengers with disabilities. The
Department received a total of 28 disability-related
complaints in September, down from both the 40
complaints filed in September 2008 and the total of
47 received in August 2009. For the first nine
months of this year the Department received 386
disability-related complaints, up 3.5 percent from
the 373 disability complaints filed during January-
September 2008. 

Complaints About Discrimination

In September, the Department received 11
complaints alleging discrimination by airlines due to
factors other than disability – such as race, religion,
national origin or sex – up from the 10 complaints
recorded in September 2008 but down from the
total of 16 received in August 2009. For the first
nine months of this year the Department received
100 discrimination complaints, up 9.9 percent from
the total of 91 filed during January-September
2008. 

Also included were details of the most frequently
delayed flights. These included SkyWest Airlines
flight 4547 from Atlanta to Oklahoma City which
was late 88.00 percent of the time and AirTran
Airways flight 455 from New Orleans to Atlanta
which was late 85.71 percent of the time.

Flights with the longest tarmac delays were Delta
Air Lines flight 1015 from Philadelphia to Atlanta on
21 September, 2009 which was delayed on the
tarmac 275 minutes and American Airlines flight
1672 from Dallas/Fort Worth to Tulsa, Oklahoma,
delayed on the tarmac for 267 minutes on 21
September, 2009.

The Air Travel Consumer Report can be found on
DOT’s World Wide Web site at:
http://airconsumer.ost.dot.gov.

(November 9, 2009)

FAA 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is propos-
ing a $3.8 million civil penalty against United
Airlines and a $5.4 million penalty against US
Airways.

In the United Airlines case the proposed penalty is
for allegedly operating one of its Boeing 737 aircraft
on more than 200 flights after the carrier had
violated its own maintenance procedures on one of
the plane’s engines.

On April 28, 2008, a United 737 returned to Denver
after shutting down an engine due to low oil
pressure indications. During teardown of the engine
a week later, United mechanics found that two shop
towels, instead of required protective caps, had been
used to cover openings in the oil sump area when
maintenance was done in December 2007. As a
result of United’s failure to follow its maintenance
procedures, between February 10 and April 28, 2008
it flew the aircraft on more than 200 revenue flights
when it was not in an airworthy condition.

United’s maintenance procedures specifically require
use of protective caps or covers on all components
that could be adversely affected by entry of foreign
materials.

United has 30 days from the receipt of the civil
penalty letter to respond to the FAA.

In the case against US Airways the proposed penalty
is for allegedly operating eight aircraft on a total of
1,647 flights from October 2008 to January 2009
while not in compliance with certain Airworthiness
Directives (ADs) or the airline’s maintenance
programme. ADs are rules issued by the FAA when
an unsafe condition exists on a type of aircraft, and
additional maintenance is required to remedy the
problem.

Each year the FAA issues about 250 ADs requiring air
carriers to correct potentially unsafe conditions.
Compliance deadlines range from immediate action
before further flight, to days, months, or years
depending on the severity and complexity of the 
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safety issue. Air carriers must fully comply with all
of these legally enforceable directives.

US Airways also has 30 days from the receipt of the
civil penalty letter to respond to the FAA.

(October 14, 2009)

DOT

Airlines may not arbitrarily limit compensation for
passengers who purchase necessities because their
baggage is lost or delayed, the US Department of
Transportation (DOT) has said in a notice issued in
October.

In its notice, the Department’s Aviation Enforcement
Office said that a number of carriers have policies
stating that they will reimburse passengers only for
buying necessities purchased more than 24 hours
after arrival and limiting such reimbursements to
the outbound legs of trips. This is in violation of DOT
regulations which require that airlines cover all
expenses caused by lost or delayed baggage up to
$3,300 per passenger on domestic flights.

“Travelers should not have to pay for toiletries or
other necessities while they wait for baggage
misplaced by airlines,” said US Transportation
Secretary Ray LaHood. “We expect airlines to comply
with all of our regulations and will take enforce-
ment action if they do not.”

The Department said airlines should review their
passenger handouts and contracts of carriage to
make sure they comply with DOT rules. The Aviation
Enforcement Office will monitor carriers’ compli-
ance and take enforcement action if necessary after
90 days from the issuance of this notice.

Last month the Department fined an airline for
providing compensation for delayed baggage only
for the outbound leg of round-trip flights and only
for purchases made more than 24 hours after
arrival, among other violations.

The notice is available on the Internet at
http://airconsumer.ost.dot.gov/rules/guidance.htm. 

(October 9, 2009)

Canadian Transportation Agency.
Travellers with Blind or Visual
Impairment

The Canadian Transportation Agency has released
two Implementation Guides to help Canadian air
carriers better serve travellers who are blind or have
a visual impairment.

The guides were drafted to help carriers meet two
provisions in the voluntary Code of Practice: Aircraft
Accessibility for Persons with Disabilities. These
provisions are designed to ensure that passengers
with disabilities who use service dogs, such as those
who have visual, hearing or mobility impairments,
can travel safely with their animals and can more
independently locate their seat in the cabin of an
aircraft.

“The Agency has a responsibility to foster an air
transportation system to meet the needs of all
Canadians,” said Geoff Hare, Chair and CEO of the
Canadian Transportation Agency. “We feel that these
implementation guides will go a long way in helping
air carriers meet the needs of passengers who are
blind or have a visual impairment and other passen-
gers with disabilities who use service dogs.”

In developing the two new Implementation Guides,
the Agency consulted Canadian air carriers, profes-
sional service dog training institutions, national
organisations of the blind, and the Agency’s
Accessibility Advisory Committee.

Carriers have until December 1, 2009 to ensure
sufficient space for service dogs, and until March 31,
2010 to implement policies for tactile row markers.

The Guides, and the Code they help to implement,
are available on the Agency’s Web site at
http://www.cta-otc.gc.ca/doc.php?sid=
1159&lang=eng.

(September 2, 2009)
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Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission

Three backpacker travel agents whose advertising
breached the new component pricing law and
contained misleading representations about the
total price of packages have given court enforceable
undertakings to the Australian Competition and
Consumer Commission.

Businesses that choose to advertise a part of the
price of a product or service now must also state the
total price of that product or service as a single
figure. This does not mean businesses cannot show
the various components that make up the price, but
it means that if they do, they must also show the
total price to be paid in a prominent way.

Wicked Travel, Peter Pan’s Adventure Travel and
Adventure Travel Bugs published advertisements
that did not comply with the new requirements.

ACCC chairman, Graeme Samuel said the ACCC
would be vigilant in enforcing the new law and has
been monitoring a number of industry sectors to
ensure members comply with the new requirements.

“The purpose of this section of the Trade Practices
Act is to make sure that the total cost of a holiday
or any other product is immediately clear to
consumers,” he said.

Some of these businesses advertised tours to the
Whitsundays and Fraser Island for as little as $299,
when that price did not include mandatory charges
that consumers had to pay. Those included things
such as insurance, national park fees, the Great
Barrier Reef environmental charge and administra-
tion fees. The charges increased the total price of
the tour to about $450 in some cases.

The ACCC was concerned that advertising these
tours for $299 was misleading and designed to gain
a competitive advantage by promoting deceptively
low prices.

“Previously, an unscrupulous business could poten-
tially get an unfair advantage over its competitors
by advertising only part of the total price a

consumer would end up paying and hiding the rest
in fine print,” he said. “The new law means
businesses are now competing on a level playing
field in advertising to consumers. Businesses must be
straight-up with their pricing and must not confuse
consumers by hiding the total cost of goods or
services or by using large price representations that
do not include all mandatory costs.”

The undertakings require each business to publish
corrective notices in various backpacker magazines,
on their website, and in stores where the misleading
advertisements were published. Corrective notices
will also be published in an industry newsletter. Each
business must also implement a trade practices
compliance programme to ensure this kind of
misleading advertising does not occur again.

(September 29, 2009)

ACLU

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has filed a
lawsuit demanding that US Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) release details of its policy that
allows the agency to search travellers’ laptops at US
borders without suspicion of wrongdoing.

The ACLU’s lawsuit, filed in the US District Court for
the Southern District of New York, is an effort to get
CBP to respond to a Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) request that the civil liberties group filed in
June about the laptop-search policy. The agency has
not supplied any information, although the FOIA
law requires it to give a response within 30 days,
said Catherine Crump, staff attorney with the ACLU
First Amendment Working Group.

The FOIA request and the lawsuit seek details about
the laptop search policy, including how many
laptops have been searched since the CBP instituted
its search policy last year, Crump said. “Traveling
with a laptop shouldn’t mean the government gets a
free pass to rifle through your personal papers,” she
said.

The ACLU and other civil liberties groups have
complained that the CBP policy violates the Fourth
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Amendment to the US Constitution, protecting US
citizens against unreasonable search and seizure.

The ACLU also wants to know how many laptops and
electronic devices CBP has seized, how long CBP has
kept those devices, and statistics about the race and
ethnicity of the people whose laptops have been
seized, according to the ACLU’s FOIA request. 

One Muslim group complained in April that CBP has
unfairly targeted Muslim, Arab and South Asian
Americans for laptop searches.

“The goal is that the public should have enough
information to evaluate the risks of crossing the
border with a laptop,” Crump said. “It would be
helpful to the public if they could evaluate whether
this policy makes Americans any safer.”

The CBP has asserted that it can search all files,
including financial documents and Web browsing
history, on travellers’ laptops and electronic devices
“absent individualised suspicion.” The agency does
need probable cause that a crime has been commit-
ted to seize a device. The CBP policy also allows the
agency to conduct searches of “documents, books,
pamphlets and other printed material, as well as
computers, disks, hard drives and other electronic or
digital storage devices,” without suspicion of a
crime.

(Source: IDG News Service. August 26, 2009

Emergency Landing False Alarm

According to Sky News panic broke out on a flight
from Dublin to Paris when the crew accidentally
played out a recorded emergency landing warning in
French as the plane headed south over the Irish Sea.
Passengers on the Aer Lingus flight from Dublin to
Paris began shouting out and crying as they thought
their plane was about to ditch. Around 70 French
passengers were reported to be “freaked out” on
hearing the warning. One English-speaking passen-
ger said: “The French man sleeping next to me woke
up and looked very startled. I got quite alarmed. The
woman behind me was crying. All the French totally
freaked out.”

The Irish airline’s cabin crew quickly realised their
mistake and swiftly apologised in French.

An airline spokesman said: “There was a malfunction
of the public address system and we apologise to our
passengers. This sort of thing happens very rarely.”

Despite their clear alarm it is a moot point whether
any compensation would be payable in these
circumstances. Any action would have to brought
under the Montreal Convention 1999 and claimants
would have to show (1) that an ‘accident’ had
occurred, and (2) that they had suffered more than
mere psychological harm.

(Source: Sky News September 14, 2009)

ASA: NH Hoteles

An internet banner ad appearing on Lastminute.com
titled “The Organisers. Operation Bikini.” The ad
featured an image of an adult woman alongside a
young girl posing with her hand on her hip. Both
were dressed in bikinis. A complainant challenged
that the ad was offensive because it showed a
young girl in a sexually provocative pose.

NH Hoteles said the ad was a portion of a larger
campaign known as “VERANO THE ORGANISERS”;
they argued that the original ad made clear it
referred to holiday reservations. They said the
banner ad should be viewed in the context of the
overall campaign. They said the ad targeted those
who would like to book a summer holiday and
wearing of bikinis in this context was normal. They
believed the interpretation that the girl was shown
in a “sexually provocative” pose was subjective and
unlikely to be what most readers would think when
viewing the ad. They nevertheless stated that the ad
would not appear again in future.

Lastminute.com said the ad appeared on a rotational
basis on their website away from the main booking
path. The ad appeared in error and once they
became aware of it, they removed it immediately.
Lastminute.com said that they had amended their
procedures to ensure that a similar incident would
not occur again.
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The complaint was upheld. The ASA noted the
banner ad was a portion of a larger campaign ad by
NH Hoteles. However, the banner ad appeared in
isolation on Lastminute.com and the ASA did not
agree with NH Hoteles argument that it would be
seen as part of the campaign as a whole. The ASA
acknowledged that some readers might think the
image of a child in a bikini acceptable in the context
of an ad for a holiday. However, the ASA noted the
young girl was not shown in a typical holiday
scenario appropriate for her age, but rather shown
in a bikini, striking a pose akin to that of a fashion
model alongside an adult model. The ASA considered
that the image was likely to be seen to sexualise
children in an irresponsible manner and therefore to
cause offence. The ASA ruled that the ad must not
appear again in its current form.

(Source: ASA 9 September 2009

ASA: LD Lines

A radio ad featured a woman singing “LD Lines,
every mile makes me smile and smile”. A male voice
then stated “Cross the Channel in under an hour.
Book at LDlines.co.uk”.

Eurotunnel objected that the ad misleadingly
implied that the journey time from port to port was
consistently under an hour. They noted the LD Lines
timetable stated it was exactly an hour for the
Dover to Boulogne crossing, and they believed that
it could take longer.

LD Lines sent copies of the log for their Norman
Arrow vessel from a recent week of operation. The
log showed that a significant proportion of the daily

sailings had, they maintained, ‘pier-to-pier’ depar-
ture and arrival times that were under an hour.

Global Radio said they understood that the claim was
based on pier-to-pier travel times. They maintained
that it was an industry standard to use the channel
crossing times and not include the boarding or
disembarkation times. They believed that the infor-
mation sent by LD Lines supported the claim.

The complaint was upheld. The ASA noted the ad
stated that listeners could “Cross the Channel in
under an hour” with LD Lines. The ASA considered
that listeners would understand that crossing times
for ferries varied due to factors such as the weather,
but would expect that the claim represented the
typical time taken for a crossing. The ASA also
considered that consumers would appreciate that
modes of transport, such as ferries, involved extra
waiting time inherent to the process of boarding and
disembarking, which resulted in the total journey
time taken being greater than the actual crossing;
they would therefore expect any stated crossing time
to refer to the ‘pier-to-pier’ travel time.

The ASA noted, however, the parts of the logs cited
by LD Lines referred to the times of the vessel being
‘full away on passage’ (FAOP) and ‘end of passage’
(EOP). The ASA understood that those terms related
to the time the vessel departed and arrived at the
port and not strictly the time it left or arrived at the
pier. The ASA noted the logs showed the vessels took
longer than an hour to travel from pier-to-pier.
Because the evidence did not show that customers
could cross the channel pier-to-pier in under an
hour, the ASA concluded that the ad was likely to
mislead.

(Source: ASA 21 October 2009)
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